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About Atom Bank
Challenger bank Atom recently became UK’s first 
digital-only bank. It has no branches or vast call 
centres. All contact is via an app, through which 
customers are able to talk to what started as a 
30-strong service team.

Based in Durham and with offices in London, Atom 
Bank has become the first of a number of aspiring 
digital-only banks to start offering products. With 
Britain’s banking habits becoming increasingly 
digital, smart-phones are fast becoming the new 
local branch for many consumers.

UK’s First Digital-Only Challenger Bank Atom 
Chooses Arrow Cloud Telephony and Video

Secure audio and video 
conferencing and collaboration 

are now available from any office
and for mobile workers.

The Situation
Atom started with a blank sheet when it came to 
choosing its communications. The bank has two 
offices in Durham and an office in London, between 
which seamless communications were essential in 
order to deliver the new app-only services. 

As a new business the ability to grow and add 
communications as staff numbers grew from the 
initial 200 heads was important, as were the tools 
for staff to work on the move or from home.

App-only banking from Atom



  Innovation and transparency
were key considerations

when choosing a communications
provider for the new bank.

The Solution

The Arrow solutions chosen by the new bank 
included our cloud telephony service, our Mitel 
MiCollab collaboration suite, call analysis and call 
recording. 

Atom also chose our audio conferencing service 
and cloud based video conferencing service, which 
can be used both on desktop PC’s and via 
dedicated room systems in each location.

The Impact

Atom staff are able to log into and use desk based 
telephones in any office or manage, make and take 
calls on their mobile softphone client, via WiFi and 
mobile data networks. This means that bank 
employees can work easily from any office and 
beyond.

The MiCollab mobile app means that staff can 
collaborate easily from any location and the video 
conferencing service allows the three offices to join 
a simultaneous video call, either from the room 
systems or via individual PC’s.

Call analysis provides management data to monitor 
service levels and the call recording helps with 
training and monitoring of new staff and protects the 
bank against any possible litigation resulting from a 
telephone call.

Choosing Arrow

Chairman Anthony Thomson was quoted when they 
launched the bank as saying how hard his team 
had worked to deliver the seemingly impossible 
and expressed a commitment to innovation and a 
transparent way of banking that turns the old world 
on its head.

This same approach was taken with the bank’s 
IT and communications infrastructure. The new 
communications had to be installed quickly and 
as a bank, the communications had to be reliable, 
resilient and secure.

Having been introduced, Arrow were included in 
the tender process along with a number of on 
premises and cloud based telephony providers.

Information Governance and Security

Representatives from Atom Bank visited our UK 
based data centres and interviewed staff. We were 
able to demonstrate the necessary compliance with 
the bank’s information governance and IT security 
standards.

Despite fierce competition, Arrow were the partner 
of choice following all the necessary due diligence 
checking that Atom bank carried out.

“
“Secure, reliable and resilient cloud 

based communications. Audio, web and 
video conferencing together with call 

management, reporting and recording.

For information and pricing call
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cloud service provider

Atom Bank Chairman Anthony Thomson
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